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Our Shared Opportunity

“We see digital preservation as one of the greatest opportunities for collaboration between institutions that are inherently committed to ensuring that information is not only accessible and usable today, but far into the future.”

(Advancing Open Knowledge | Harvard Library, 2020, p.12)
Harvard Digital Repository Service (DRS)

● **Scope**

  Harvard Library’s centrally-supported solution for the long-term preservation of, and access to, Harvard’s digital collections

● **Scale**

  ○ 63 contributing libraries, archives, museums, research centers, & admin offices
  ○ 116 formats
  ○ 453 thematic collections
  ○ 10.6M objects
  ○ 221M files (892M fully replicated)
  ○ 470TB storage (2PB fully replicated)
Harvard & S3

Migration from POSIX to Object Storage (S3-API)

- Lower costs
- Billed by usage
- Leased instead of purchased storage
- On-demand extensibility
- Flexible development, QA, production environments
Harvard & OCFL

OCFL - Oxford Common File Layout

- [https://ocfl.io](https://ocfl.io)

Opportunities with standardized file layout

- All of the benefits of OCFL:
  - completeness, robustness, versioning, parsability, storage diversity
- Shared community tooling
- Decoupled storage layout from repository software
- New use cases!

Policy-driven Replication

Policy-driven Replication
DRS OCFL Object Structure
DRS OCFL Object Structure

```
492139180
├── 0=ocfl_object_1.0
│   └── inventory.json
│       └── inventory.json.sha512
├── v1
│   ├── content
│   │   ├── data
│   │   │   └── 492139182.jp2
│   │   │   └── 492139183.jp2
│   │   │   └── 492139184.jp2
│   │   └── descriptor
│   │       └── 492139180_mets.xml
│   └── metadata
│       ├── 492139180_mods.xml
│       ├── 492139180_structureMap.xml
│       ├── 492139182_mix.xml
│       └── 492139183_mix.xml
|       └── 492139184_mix.xml
|       └── ...
└── inventory.json
    └── inventory.json.sha512
```
Let’s Work Together

- For long-term digital preservation, it is important to have transparent persistence layout.
- Applications come and go. Our data is the bedrock.
- As a community, we have an opportunity to standardize interaction with preservation persistence.

Harvard DRS Futures: The Next Chapter

“We plan to modernize and rationalize our repository approach with a goal of disentangling preservation, asset management, and access while exploring opportunities for interoperability between systems.”

(Advancing Open Knowledge | Harvard Library, 2020, p.11)

Schedule

- **Year 1**
  - Discovery

- **Year 2**
  - Planning

- **Year 3**
  - Implementation
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Let’s Work Together


I (my team) would like to:

• receive project updates

• collaborate on next-generation digital preservation solutioning
Stay Connected

DRS Futures
- Follow: https://sites.harvard.edu/drs-futures
- Contact: drs-futures-feedback@HU.onmicrosoft.com

OCFL
- Follow: https://ocfl.io/
- Contact: https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/ocfl-community
- Chat: https://code4lib.org/slack (#ocfl)

Andrew Woods
- Contact: andrew_woods@harvard.edu
- Chat: https://code4lib.org/slack (@awoods)
Thank you!